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What’s New at CTC?
“Loaner” Vehicle

The “Independence”

Policy
It is a long-standing
CTC policy that parking
permit customers may
substitute a “loaner”
vehicle when the stickered vehicle is being
repaired. This program
may not be used to, in
effect, share a sticker
between vehicles. Use
of a loaner must be
authorized by the
Office.

Parking Policies
Enforcement

The delivery date of the Independence has been changed by
Washburn & Doughty due to
delays in construction of other
boats at their yard. The estimated launch date is now 6/21 at 2
PM.
The Independence will
have to undergo sea trials and
required testing for regulatory
approval. Therefore, it is uncertain at this time when the Inde-

pendence will be home and able
to carry passengers.
We are planning a launch party
at W&D in East Boothbay and
are hopeful that many Islanders
will be interested in joining us
for that event. CTC will provide
bus transportation to the launch.
As plans are finalized we will
post the details.

Where’s the CTC Boat?
We are pleased to announce that CTC boats (Islander, Independence,
and Dovekie) will all have Automated Identification Systems (AIS)
installed. The Islander’s AIS is operational now—the Dovekie’s will be
working May 1st. You can track their location at
www.marinetraffic.com/en/ais/home/shipid:442737/zoom:15 or downloading an App. Suggested Apps will be posted on our Facebook page.
Please be advised that there could be a several minute delay in
the transmission of the data, so do not rely on the AIS to give
you the vessel’s exact location.

We thank the majority
of our customers who
respect and comply with
our parking policies. For
those persons who do
not comply, we will tow
violators. This includes
vehicles parked with no
or expired tickets and
those
abusing
the
“loaner” policy shown
During the first or second week in May, Bartlett Tree will spray the
above.

Summer Office
Hours
Starting May 1st
Monday - Friday
9am-4pm
CTC OFFICE

(207) 846-5227/846-3700
16 North Road, PO Box 27
Chebeague Island, ME 04017
chebeaguetrans@gmail.com
chebeaguetrans.com

Cousins Lot
Maintenance
In the next few
weeks we will be having the Cousins Lot
receive
annual
maintenance.

Barge will be
launched
4/29
Yarmouth
Daily Parking
Spaces
In order to better
manage
Yarmouth
resident
vehicles
using the Town’s
daily parking spaces,
signs will be installed shortly reserving spaces exclusively for Yarmouth
day parkers.
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SPRAYING FOR BROWN-TAIL

CTC Annual
Meeting

Route One lot for brown-tail moth. The spraying should be completed
before the first bus of the day. The spray may get on vehicles but it will
not damage the paint. Customers are urged to park in the center rows of
the lower part of the lot to minimize exposure. As soon as we have a
definite date, we will post it. However, it would be prudent to park away
from trees beginning the end of April.

July 20th at 9
AM at the
Hall

Summer Ferry Fee Increases effective 5/1/2019
Child (Ages 6-11)/Pet (20 tickets) - $26.00

Resident/Parking Permit Holder—Adult (10 tickets) - $39.00

CTC Carts
We provide carts for our customers at a considerable cost. Please do
not overload the carts and don’t put them on the float at Cousins
when it is windy—several have been lost overboard!!
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CTC Birthdays
Mary Todd—5/1
Martha HamiltonDoughty—5/9
Amanda Campbell 5/12
Jeremy Ames—5/23
Happy Birthday!
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